
The Architecture of 
Romantic and Gothic 

Literature
For Jane Eyre



● Jane Eyre, like Mary 
Shelley’s Frankenstein, 
blends three styles of 
novels: the romantic novel, 
the gothic novel, and the 
Bildungsroman. 

● What do you already know 
about these three genres? 



Romantics: Interest in the common man and childhood 
•Romantics believed in the natural goodness of humans, 
which is hindered by the urban life of civilization. 

•They regarded children as naturally good and believed that 
emotions inspired by childhood cause the heart to soar. 



    Strong senses, emotions, and feelings

Romantics→ knowledge is gained through 
intuition rather than deduction, best summed up 
by Wordsworth’s statement that “all good 
poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful 
feelings.” 
Thus, introspection and heightened emotional 
states play a large part in Jane Eyre.



Awe of nature
Romantics stressed awe of nature 
in art and language and the 
experience of sublimity.

Romantics rejected the 
rationalization of nature by the 
previous thinkers of the 
_____________ period.



Celebration of the individual
Romantics often elevated the 
achievements of the 
misunderstood, heroic 
individual outcast.

They also legitimized the 
individual imagination as a 
critical authority.



Transcendentalism and Romanticism
The term Transcendentalism→ derived from the philosopher Kant, who called 
"all knowledge transcendental which is concerned not with objects but with our 
mode of knowing objects."
By meditation, by communing with nature, through work and art, humans could 
transcend their senses and attain an understanding of beauty and goodness 
and truth.
A diverse collection of beliefs:
the spark of divinity lies within humankind; that everything in the world is a 
microcosm of existence; that the individual soul is identical to the world soul, or 
Over-Soul, as Emerson called it.
Romantics: nature is perfect; mankind is flawed
Transcendentalists: nature is symbolic of a larger truth that mankind also 
embodies



Look for fairytale aspects

Cinderella-like story
Elements of supernatural
Clearly defined good and evil characters
Object is to teach

“A kind fairy, in my absence, had surely dropped the required suggestion on my 
pillow, for as I lay down it came quietly and naturally to my mind: ‘Those who 
want situations advertise: you must advertise” (103).



The term ‘Gothic’
• The Goths→  so-called barbaric tribe who held power in what is modern-day 
Germany and various regions of Europe, between the collapse of the Roman 
Empire and the establishment of the Holy Roman Empire (so, from roughly the 
5th to the 8th cent.). They were not renowned for great achievements in 
architecture; “Gothic” was applied to a certain architectural style after the fact, 
and was originally pejorative. 
• From roughly 1000 to 1400 CE, several significant cathedrals and churches 
were built in Britain and France, offering architects and masons a chance to 
work out ever more complex problems and daring designs.
• Gothic architectural features: pointed arches, gargoyles, flying buttresses, 
ribbed vaults, large stained-glass windows.



King’s College Chapel, Cambridge 
King's College Chapel is a splendid 
example of late Gothic (Perpendicular) 
architecture. It was started in 1446 by 
Henry VI (1421-71) and took over a 
century to build. It has the largest fan 
vaulting in the world and some of the finest 
medieval stained glass.



Gothic architecture
Evolved from Romanesque architecture and was succeeded by Renaissance 
architecture.
Emphasizes verticality and light.
Height suggests aspiration to heaven; the building represented the universe in 
microcosm: the mathematical and geometrical nature of the construction is an 
image of the orderly universe, in which an underlying rationality and logic can 
be perceived. Secondly, the statues, sculptural decoration, stained glass and 
murals incorporate the essence of creation.

http://www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Romanesque_architecture
http://www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renaissance_architecture
http://www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renaissance_architecture
http://www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renaissance_architecture
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statue
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stained_glass
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mural
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mural


Interior of King’s 
College Chapel



Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris

French Gothic
Notre-Dame de Paris was among the first buildings in 
the world to use the flying buttress (arched exterior 
supports). The building was not originally designed to 
include the flying buttresses around the choir and nave 
but after the construction began, the thinner walls 
(popularized in the Gothic style) grew ever higher and 
stress fractures began to occur as the walls pushed 
outward. In response, the cathedral's architects built 
supports around the outside walls, and later additions 
continued the pattern.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flying_buttress




Sculptures of stone gargoyles 
were introduced as waterspouts 
protecting the foundations from 
rain damage.

From the Old French "gargouille" 
and the Late Latin "gurgulio", both 
meaning throat.
The second purpose of gargoyles 
was as 'guardians' of the buildings 
in the form of abstract symbols 
designed to represent, and to 
ward off evil. 



Gothic Literature
Originating in Germany, Gothic literature was popular in the 
18th and 19th centuries.
Common features:
•castles, haunted buildings, isolated setting, emphasizing presence of evil
gloomy, desolate landscape descriptions
•presence of ghosts, spirits, and other supernatural elements
•religion or spirituality usually confronted
•a character who seems to be good is linked with a “double” character who is 
evil



More features:
•pain, death, the macabre
•eroticism
•characters with aberrant psychological states
•revelations of shocking secrets
•complex family histories



Purpose:
To evoke terror rather than horror in the reader; often used 
to teach a lesson
                  terror               vs.            horror:

suggestive of what will happen described distinctly

visualization depends on the reader’s 
imagination

something decidedly grotesque

creates a sense of spiritual and psychic 
dread

creates a sense of revulsion and fear via 
description of physical harm



Bildungsroman
Bildungsroman is a German word 
meaning “formation novel”
Bildung = education, cultivation, 
formation
Roman = novel
• Just as we identify some stories as 
horror or mystery, the Bildungsroman is 
a genre of writing.



Do you recognize any of these examples of 
a Bildungsroman?



All of these books have something in 
common:

•They are coming-of-age stories in which the 
main character grows in wisdom.

• They trace the physical, emotional, 
psychological, moral, and social development 
of the main character from youth to maturity.



Let’s see if we can find the hallmarks of a Bildungsroman in 
Jane’s story.
• An emotional loss at the beginning of the story that makes 
the protagonist set out on a journey.
• The protagonist only gains maturity gradually and through 
difficulty.
• The main conflict is between the protagonist and society.



Look for these elements as you read the 
rest of Jane Eyre:

• The protagonist changes from a child to an adult.
• The values of society are gradually accepted by the 
protagonist.
•There is usually an epiphany, or a flashing moment where 
the hero finally 'gets it.' This lucidity changes them as a 
person. They learn what it takes to be a grown up in the 
real world.
• The protagonist is accepted into society.
• The protagonist is able to reach out to others and help 
them on their way as well.
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